The stories are diverse and extremely engaging. Most of them seem to deal with time, be it the passage of
time, the relativity of it or some other aspect of it. They are all fresh and very different from each other,
yet linked by superb writing and boundless imagination. It would be a tough call to decide which of the
stories could be my favorite. Part of me would be in favor of “Sudden Insight,” the story of a
mathematician on the brink of a huge discovery – which never happens. Or maybe it could be “The Dead
Got It Good,” of the “suave detective and hard‐nosed dame” genre that I’ve always enjoyed so much in the
vintage detective novels. But wait, we cannot forget “The Time Phone!” Would it not be nice to be able to
telephone into the future? Or would it be? Then we have “Uncle Jack Eats a Mummy,” a very insightful
story about immortality. If this one does not make you stop and think, you are probably beyond help.
While all of those stories I’ve just named, as well as all the rest of them, enchanted me, amused me and
made me wonder, I would probably pick “The Edge of Time” if I truly had to pick one only. As an avid
reader I love the premise of stories and reading being able to change our fate – and that’s exactly what
happens in “The Edge of Time.”
So – pick Stories at the Edge of Time and immerse yourself in it – I am pretty certain that your universe
will experience a little shift as well.

Book Promotion… Are You Ready?
By Mary "Lynn" Lewis
Congratulations! Your book is in print. That's a major accomplishment, so go ahead and pat yourself on
the back, sing from the rooftops, or just do a happy dance in your kitchen.
Now what?
If you're very fortunate, your publisher will do everything it can to promote your book – for a limited time
only. If you self‐published, it's all up to you. Either way, if you want your book to sell, you'll have to
handle some portion of the marketing and promotion yourself.
Some statistics to consider:
•
•
•
•
•

somewhere around 120,000 books are published in the U.S. every year
according to an Associated Press‐Ipsos poll, one in four adults read no books at all in the past year
a successful fiction book sells 5000 copies
a successful nonfiction book sells 7500 copies
70 percent of books do not make a profit

If you Google book statistics, you can find more information. The numbers can be daunting and
discouraging to a hopeful author, but there are ways to get the word out about your book. The internet
has become an invaluable tool with the advent of social/business networking sites and blogs.
I asked a couple of authors about their experiences regarding the marketing and promotion of their
books. Their answers are below.
"These days, publishers rarely send authors out on tour, as it's simply not a costeffective way to sell books.
Neither is advertising. Further, fewer and fewer newspapers run reviews of novels. So what's left? Not a lot,
I'm afraid.
The good news is that the Internet an invaluable tool that lets you spread word about your book far and
wide. I use it pretty aggressively, and do a ton of work on my own with it, in addition to my publisher's efforts.
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I think many authors would agree with me that Internet marketing can make or break book sales, especially
for a debut author." ‐Ellen Meister, author of Secret Confessions of the Applewood PTA
"My publisher does a huge amount for the book in the initial phases–getting it into stores, getting good
placement in stores, buying ads in the major publications, sending newsletters, supporting authors at
conferences with giveaways. They really do what they can. But what they can do is limited, so that's where I
come in. I spend about an hour a day doing marketing chores; more when the book is about to release. That
includes blogging, maintaining lists and newsletters, maintaining my website, writing articles, speaking at
conferences, signing books, etc. I was surprised how much work it was–and how much money it could be if
you let it. That would be my number one piece of advice to authors: don't spend your money. Figure out what
you can do free and go with that." ‐ Diana Holquist, author of Sexiest Man Alive
Many of the authors of books I've reviewed at Virtual Wordsmith have MySpace pages, websites and blogs
of their own. Connecting with the reader is paramount to book sales. If the reader feels a connection to
the author, their curiosity will lead them to reading the book. Raised awareness is an important
promotional tool. If the average book buyer has seen a picture of your book cover online, it will jump at
them when they see it on the bookstore shelf.
So, use the new resources available to you. It's all here at your finger tips!
http://blogstopbooktours.wordpress.com and http://virtualwordsmith.blogspot.com
Mary Evelyn Lewis is the woman behind Blog Stop Book Tours. Blog book tours are a new, and cost effective,
way to promote books and their authors. It's a form of viral AND wordofmouth marketing. People talk.
Don't you want your book to be what they're talking about? Mary is also a writer, a mother, a wife and an
avid reader. If you'd like to know more, see her website at www.maryevelynlewis.com.
Jessica Dockter with L.E.E. Design is the graphic designer for the Writers in the Sky Creative
Writing Services team. As the designer of this newsletter, she is also available to assist you with
your graphic design needs, such as:
Communication Material • Professional Photo Retouching • Brochures • Logo Identity
Brand Services • Advertising • Ad Series for Newspaper or Magazine • Magazine Cover Wrap
Sales Letter • Magalog & Issuelog • E‐Books • Postcard or Double Postcard • 2‐Pocket Folder
Catalog • Newsletter Design/Makeover • Magazine Design/Makeover • HTML Emails • Web Sites &
Maintenance • Template Sites • Domain Names • Web Site Hosting • Design Consultation
Visit her Web site at www.leedesign.org. For questions or a quote, call Jessica at 615.681.4401 or email
her at leedesign@leedesign.org
Note: Yvonne Perry and Writers in the Sky Creative Writing Services will not be held liable for any direct or
indirect losses or damages originating from the use of any information listed on our Web site or in our blog,
podcast or newsletter. By using these tools you agree to indemnify and hold all owners and representative
parties of Yvonne Perry/Writers in the Sky Creative Writing Services harmless from any claim or demand
originating from your use of Writers in the Sky Web site, blogs, podcast, or newsletters. Use of our Web site,
blog, podcast and newsletters is an indication of your complete understanding and acceptance of these
Terms of Service.
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